During the past few decades a growing interest in the relationship between physical activity and the occurrence of chronic disease has developed. Lack of physical activity has been found to be associated with a variety of diseases. The relationship most frequently described is an inverse one with cardiovascular disease. Physical activity is believed to have a beneficial effect on non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus and osteoporosis.1

Although most studies find an elevated risk for inactive people for colon cancer, results for breast and prostate cancer are not very consistent.2 It is likely that risk estimates are weakened by random errors in measurement. But even if relative risks are rather low, the attributable risk could be very large because of the large number of people with a sedentary lifestyle. Therefore, it was decided to collect data on physical activity in the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC). This study, which was started in 1993, involves seven European countries (France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and the United Kingdom), representing a total cohort of about 350 000 subjects.3 Because of this international aspect, physical activity patterns will show relatively large variations.
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Background. The EPIC core questionnaire on lifestyle contains a number of questions on physical activity designed to rank subjects according to level of physical activity (short PA questionnaire). These questions are based on a more extensive questionnaire designed to measure absolute total energy expenditure (extensive PA questionnaire), that was validated in a pilot study preceding EPIC. Reproducibility and relative validity of the short PA questionnaire were estimated by selecting, from the pilot study data, the answers to a number of questions from the extensive questionnaire that resembled those actually included in the short version.

Methods. The population of the pilot study consisted of 126 men and women aged between 20 and 70 years. Reproducibility was estimated by administering the extensive questionnaire three times: at baseline, and after 5 and 11 months. In order to determine the relative validity of the extensive questionnaire, a 3-day activity diary, repeated four times, was used as the reference method.

Results. Over the study period (13 months), mean absolute energy expenditure, estimated from the questions included in the short questionnaire, was fairly constant in men but not in women. Repeatability: Spearman correlation coefficients ranged from 0.47 to 0.89 in men, and from 0.49 to 0.81 in women. Relative validity: Spearman correlation coefficients between the short questionnaire and the diary were between 0.32 and 0.81 for men, and between 0.28 and 0.72 for women.

Conclusions. The questions selected for the short questionnaire are not suitable for estimating energy expenditure at an absolute level. Reproducibility and relative validity of the ranking of subjects seemed satisfactory and comparable to the extensive questionnaire. The results imply that the short questionnaire is suitable for ranking subjects in the EPIC study.
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The methods commonly used to assess physical activity or energy expenditure, especially in clinical research, are not always appropriate for large epidemiological studies (for example: calorimetry, movement sensors). In a large-scale epidemiological study the assessment method should be repeatable, valid, user-friendly, and inexpensive. The method most frequently used is the questionnaire. Questionnaires can differ in time period of reference, nature and detail of activities, mode of data collection (interviewer or self-administered), and method of computing energy expenditure, or an activity index. All methods suitable for large population studies are prone to measurement error. It is therefore important to assess the validity of each method in the population for which it will be used.

A physical activity questionnaire was developed for use in EPIC, the aim being to estimate usual daily total energy expenditure in the course of the past year. This questionnaire is further referred to as the 'pre-EPIC questionnaire' (preliminary or extensive). This was validated in the Dutch pilot study performed during the period October 1991–October 1992. However, although the results of the validation study were relatively good, problems of feasibility and costs led to the development of a smaller number of physical activity questions, based on the extensive questionnaire, for inclusion in the EPIC core (or short) questionnaire. These questions will be referred to here as the short questionnaire. The aim of this study is to estimate reproducibility and relative validity of the actual EPIC PA questions, by selecting from the pilot study data the answers to a number of questions from the extensive questionnaire that resembled the short questionnaire.

**METHODS**

The Dutch pilot study, which was called BALANS, was conducted in the period October 1991–October 1992. In this study, both the extensive questionnaire and the Dutch food frequency questionnaire were tested. Results on reproducibility and relative validity of the food frequency questionnaire are reported in companion papers. To assess the reproducibility of the extensive questionnaire, it was administered three times (November 1991, April 1992, October 1992). Relative validity was determined by comparing the results of the questionnaire with those of a 3-day activity diary repeated four times: in April, May, June and July, 1992.

**Subjects**

An age-stratified sampling frame was defined consisting of 260 women (age 50–70 years) who were invited to take part in a breast cancer screening programme in Utrecht and a population of 700 men and women (age 20–59 years) who participated in a monitoring programme on risk factors for chronic diseases in the cities of Amsterdam, Doetinchem and Maastricht. Subjects were recruited from these two ongoing projects, because the Dutch EPIC study is conducted within these projects. Out of 960 subjects invited to participate, 240 (25%) responded positively, 288 (30%) refused to participate, and 432 (45%) did not respond. Of the 240 subjects who responded positively, people who either did not speak Dutch or were not available for 13 consecutive months were excluded. Eventually, 134 subjects were selected, equally distributed over the four cities, both sexes, and over 20-year age groups. Since the intended population size was defined at about 120 subjects (as advised by Willett for dietary validation studies), no attempt was made to obtain co-operation from the non-responders. All participants signed an informed consent form.

There were six subjects whose activity patterns changed markedly during the study year: five of them stopped working during this period while one restarted formal training, which implied a change in activity pattern. Two subjects dropped out of the study in October 1991, before the first extensive questionnaire was administered. These eight subjects were excluded from all analyses. Table 1 presents the characteristics of the 126 subjects included in the analyses. The average age of the female participants was higher than that of the male, due to the difference in age structure between the two source populations.

During the course of the study another 10 subjects dropped out. This, together with a varying number of subjects who missed one or more questions, resulted in a different number of subjects for the three consecutive times the extensive questionnaire was administered. The number of subjects for every measurement is therefore mentioned in the tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 Characteristics of the study population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Short questionnaire
The short questionnaire is presented in the Appendix; it is self-administered. Revision of the extensive questionnaire was considered necessary because of its length. In addition, the objectives of the questionnaire were changed: instead of measuring total absolute individual energy expenditure, the present aim is to select and measure the most important indicators of variation in energy expenditure in order to obtain a relatively good ranking of subjects according to their level of physical activity. Resting and sleeping were expected to account for little within- and between-person variability, and were therefore excluded. Since job activity is fairly constant, subjects are asked to classify it on a scale from 1 to 4. For other activities (walking, cycling, gardening, do-it-yourself-activities, sports, and housework) subjects are asked to estimate the time spent on these activities in a normal week, and whether these activities lead to perspiring (or faster heartbeat). A separate question was added about the number of flights of stairs subjects climb per week.

The actual questions on the short questionnaire were not tested in the pilot study. In order to get an impression whether the ranking of subjects using these questions is worse compared to the full pre-EPIC questionnaire, the answers to those pre-EPIC questions resembling the actual EPIC PA questions were selected. Reproducibility and relative validity of those selected EPIC PA questions were estimated, and compared to the results of the full pre-EPIC questionnaire.

Extensive questionnaire
The questionnaire validated in the pilot study was developed to measure in a standardized way the total individual energy expenditure. The subjects filled in the average number of hours spent during the past year on different activities of the following types: resting, transport to or from work, work, household activities, sports, and other activities. The questionnaire was self-administered and was checked by a trained dietician (who also checked the food frequency questionnaires) at the study centre in the presence of and in consultation with the subject.

Energy expenditure was computed by multiplying the amount of time spent on specific activities by values for energy expenditure per activity per unit time according to James and Schofield.9 The questions from the extensive questionnaire that were used to estimate the reproducibility and relative validity of the short questionnaire are listed in Table 2.

Diary
The diaries for assessment of relative validity were based on the method of Bouchard.10 In the diaries for

---

**Table 2** Comparison of the actual EPIC physical activity questions (short questionnaire) with corresponding questions from the pre-EPIC (extensive) questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short questionnaire</th>
<th>Extensive questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Choose what best corresponds to your present occupation:</td>
<td>What is your profession (open-ended)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sedentary occupation, standing occupation, manual work,</td>
<td>Estimation of hours/week spent on light, moderate, heavy, and very heavy work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heavy manual work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In a typical week during the past year, how many hours per week did you spend on:</td>
<td>Average duration one-way trip to work on foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Walking, including going to work, shopping, leisure time</td>
<td>How many days a week do you work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Cycling, including going to work and leisure time</td>
<td>How much time do you spend walking for pleasure?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Gardening</td>
<td>Average duration one-way trip to work per bicycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Do-it-yourself activities at home</td>
<td>How many days a week do you work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Physical exercise</td>
<td>How much time do you spend working in the garden?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sweating/faster heartbeat</td>
<td>How much time do you spend on do-it-yourself jobs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. In a typical week during the past year, how many flights of stairs did you climb per day?</td>
<td>Do you regularly participate in sport?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name of regular sport, frequency, duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name of seasonal sport, frequency, duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of hours per day/week/month spent on all households tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How many flights of stairs do you climb per day?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the BALANS study, subjects registered their activities in periods of 5 minutes, assigning to every period a letter indicating the activity (e.g. R for resting, S for standing). In this study, subjects were instructed to use predefined moments of the day (breakfast, coffee break, lunch, etc.) to write down the activities in the previous hours. If an activity could not be assigned to one of the coded categories (resting, sitting, standing, walking, cycling, driving a car, house-keeping, dressing), either a T or an X was entered: T stands for training or playing sports and X is an open-ended activity report. If either T or X was used, the subjects were asked to note at the bottom of the page which activity was meant by T or X. The activities registered under X were mainly gardening or do-it-yourself-activities. On average, recorded days were evenly distributed over all 7 days of the week.

Daily energy expenditure was computed using the energy cost for each category as estimated from reference values according to James and Schofield. Activities described under either T or X were classified afterwards into four groups according to energy cost. For each group a mean energy expenditure was estimated and used to compute energy expenditure per 24 hours.

Of the 126 participants included, 115 filled in activity diaries; 103 subjects completed all 12 days, seven subjects 9 days, three subjects 6 days, and two subjects 3 days. Daily energy expenditure was computed as the mean expenditure of the recorded days.

Data Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS/PC+ 4.0, and SPSS for Windows 6.1. Means and standard deviations were computed for the energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire and from the diaries for those categories of activity that were alike in both methods. Difference-against-mean plots were drawn for total energy expenditure from the short questionnaire estimated from measurements from the first and the third extensive questionnaire from the second for both men and women (the plot for women is presented). Since not all variables were normally distributed, for assessment of reproducibility Spearman correlation coefficients (5 and 11 months) were computed between energy expenditure calculated from the short questionnaire, selected from the repeated administrations of the extensive questionnaire. Estimation of reproducibility for the job question was not possible, because in the extensive questionnaire job activity was not coded 1 to 4 as it is in the short questionnaire. Instead, subjects were asked to estimate the number of hours spent on sedentary work, standing work, heavy work, or very heavy work. It would mean too much interpretation to assign a code from 1 to 4 to those answers, and then to assess the reproducibility of these codings.

For estimation of relative validity Spearman’s correlation coefficients between energy expenditure derived from the short questionnaire and from the average of all four activity diaries were calculated. Relative validity was computed for the first time and the third time the extensive questionnaire was filled in. The first questionnaire was chosen to avoid the study effect, because in the EPIC study subjects also complete the questionnaire only once. However, because the questionnaire was designed to measure physical activity in the preceding year, the correlation may be underestimated. The third questionnaire referred to the year in which the diaries were recorded and the dietary recalls were collected. Therefore, results for the third questionnaire are also presented. This correlation, on the other hand, may be an overestimation because the subjects were more aware after being frequently asked about their activity patterns. Thus, the true correlation may lie somewhere in between.

Relative validity of both the EPIC job question and climbing stairs were not assessed, because these activities were not coded separately in the diaries (job activity was coded as walking, sitting, etc.). This was also the case for gardening and do-it-yourself activities. But since most activities recorded in the open-ended category (X) in the diaries were described as gardening or do-it-yourself, the correlation between the sum of these two questions and the diary open-ended category was calculated.

RESULTS
There was little difference in total energy expenditure calculated from the three extensive questionnaires (Table 3), indicating that on the group level absolute energy expenditure did not change during the study period. Total energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire was constant for men but decreased for women.

Reproducibility
Figure 1 shows a difference-against-mean plot for energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire selected from the first and third administration of the extensive questionnaire, for women. The mean difference was 734 kJ. The so-called limits of agreement (mean ± 2SD) are –3530 and 4998 kJ. This means that about 95% of the outcomes of the third measurement falls between approximately 3500 kJ between and 5000 kJ above the first measurement. For men the
mean difference was 50 kJ, with limits of agreement of –3879 kJ and 3977 kJ.

Spearman correlation coefficients (Table 4) for men ranged from 0.58 to 0.89 (5 months) and from 0.47 to 0.83 (11 months). For women, correlations were between 0.59 and 0.81 (5 months) and between 0.49 and 0.72 (11 months). On average, 5 months reproducibility was better than 11 months.

Relative Validity

Total energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire accounted for approximately 30% of total energy expenditure computed from the diary. Also for separate activity categories estimates of energy expenditure from the short questionnaire were lower than those calculated from the diary, except for housework, which was higher (data not shown).

The Spearman correlations of the short questionnaire (selected from the first administration of the extensive questionnaire) with the activity diaries were between 0.32 and 0.81 for men and between 0.28 and 0.72 for women (Table 5). Correlations between total energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire (first administration) and energy expenditure from the diary

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensive questionnaire</td>
<td>November 9455 ± 2282 kJ (2251 ± 543 kcal)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April 9661 ± 2412 kJ (2300 ± 574 kcal)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October 9489 ± 3018 kJ (2259 ± 719 kcal)</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short questionnaire</td>
<td>November 3429 ± 2549 kJ (816 ± 607 kcal)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April 3393 ± 2456 kJ (808 ± 585 kcal)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>October 3380 ± 2895 kJ (805 ± 689 kcal)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity diaries (12 days)</td>
<td>12 204 ± 1478 kJ (2906 ± 352 kcal)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** Difference in absolute energy expenditure against average energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire (first and third administration), for women.
were 0.43 for men and 0.51 for women. For the third administration results for total energy were slightly better. For both sexes, housework correlated best with diary energy expenditure, and in both groups the correlations for walking were quite low. There was no consistent difference in correlations with the diaries between the first and the third administrations.

DISCUSSION
This pilot study demanded a lot from the participants. Since no attempt was made to obtain co-operation from the non-responders, it is possible that the 25% of invited subjects who took part in the study is a selected group in that they are probably more aware of their health. Data on non-responders are limited. They did not differ in age distribution from the responders (\(\chi^2\) test). For part of the invited population more characteristics are available, but it is not known what variables one should use to identify a health-oriented lifestyle. If the population is a selected group, this could have led to overestimation of reproducibility and relative validity.\(^{12}\)

The short questionnaire itself was not tested in this pilot study, but the extensive questionnaire was. In these analyses the answers to those questions from the extensive questionnaire that resembled the short questionnaires were used to estimate the reproducibility and relative validity of the latter. The aim was to determine whether the ranking of subjects using the short questionnaire was sufficiently reproducible and valid.

For energy expenditure assessment the physical activity diary is not a real gold standard. The value of the method depends on the accuracy with which subjects register their activities. In addition, for practical reasons it was not possible to have the subjects fill in the diaries in all seasons. The error this might have caused in the estimation of usual energy expenditure is probably small, since results from the repeated extensive questionnaires suggested that there was no important seasonal influence on energy expenditure. In spite of these limitations, the diary was chosen as a reference method to estimate relative validity. It was considered to be a method with an error which is not correlated with the error of the questionnaire, because time frame and method of recording differed for the two procedures. However, some correlated error could be caused by the fact that the values of energy expenditure per activity for the two methods were taken from the same literature source, and by subject-specific under- or over-reporting in both methods. Another reason for choosing the activity diary was the possibility of identifying separate categories of activity. Apart from being costly, more accurate methods such as either doubly labelled water or activity monitoring devices would only yield total energy expenditure.

In the literature, there are several ways of obtaining reference values for energy expenditure per activity. Some tables list energy expenditure per kg body weight per unit of time. This would mean that a 100 kg person expends twice as much energy during walking than a 50 kg person, which is probably not true. Since in our study population mean body weight was rather high,
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this would result in an overestimation of energy expenditure.13 Tables that provide reference values for men and women separately assume a different standard body weight for the two sexes, for example 70 kg for men and 60 kg for women. Usually these weights are lower than the body weights of the study population. This would lead to underestimation of energy expenditure. Energy expenditure can also be expressed in METs, multiples of resting metabolic rate.14 Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the relationship between energy expenditure and resting metabolic rate for a particular activity is the same for all individuals. The development of tables providing sex, age, and weight-specific reference values for energy expenditure per activity would be very useful for studies like ours. In this study it was decided to use the same values for energy expenditure per activity for men and women. The literature values were based on data from a number of studies. If most of these studies were carried out among men, this will have led to an overestimation of energy expenditure for women, because on average body weight of women is lower than that of men.

Energy expenditure computed from the diaries was higher than that computed from the extensive questionnaire. This is mainly caused by the fact that most subjects reported only 15–20 hours in the extensive questionnaire, while the diaries were designed to cover the full 24 hours.

Reproducibility

The difference-against-mean plot shows that at a group level reproducibility for absolute energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire was poor. The reproducibility of ranking of individuals according to energy expenditure was moderate to good. Spearman correlations were comparable to those calculated from the extensive questionnaire (0.58–0.97).

The correlations are consistent with those of other studies. Baecke et al.15 assessed reproducibility of a questionnaire in a population of men and women aged 19–31 years. Test-retest correlations after 3 months were 0.88, 0.81, and 0.74 for the work, sports and leisure time index, respectively. Voorrips et al.16 developed a questionnaire that was based on Baecke’s, and assessed reproducibility after 20 days in a population of 29 subjects aged 63–80 years. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was 0.89. Lakka and Salonen17 computed intraclass correlations for several methods administered at baseline and after one year in 51 men aged 54 years. Correlations were 0.58 for a 12-month history and 0.69 for a habitual occupational activity interview. Washburn et al.18 developed a Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly (PASE) and found a 3–7 week test-retest correlation coefficient of 0.75 in a population of 254 elderly subjects.

In this study, the time span between measurements was considerably longer compared to other studies, which makes it less likely that the subjects remembered how they answered the previous time. However, the questions refer to different time periods (preceding year) and it is possible that individual activity patterns have changed, leading to an underestimation of reproducibility. If there had been a seasonal influence on the way subjects filled in the questionnaire, reproducibility at 11 months would have been better than at 5 months, which was not the case.

Relative Validity

Absolute values of energy expenditure estimated for questions from the short questionnaire differed substantially from the diary categories. In particular, walking was reported much more frequently in the diaries than in the questionnaire. This can be explained by the fact that e.g. walking during work is reported as a job activity in the questionnaire, while it is reported as walking in the diary. For the other categories differences were smaller, but still substantial. However, the short questionnaire was not designed to estimate absolute energy expenditure, but to rank subjects.

Spearman correlations between total energy expenditure estimated from the short questionnaire and from the diary were moderate. Correlations between specific activities and corresponding categories of the activity diaries showed a large variation, ranging for men from 0.26 (walking) to 0.81 (housework), and for women from 0.27 (sports) to 0.76 (housework). In both sexes the estimated time spent on walking showed poor relative validity, probably caused by the same factor as the difference in absolute energy expenditure. The ranking according to time spent on housework showed the highest relative validity. Apparently people know quite well how much time they dedicate to household activities. The category of do-it-yourself and gardening was not the same in the two methods. For the diaries, the open-ended (X-) category included all activities which did not belong in the other categories. Therefore this category comprises more than do-it-yourself activities and gardening. This probably decreased the correlation.

There was no indication that the results of the November 1991 questionnaire represented an underestimation and those of the October 1992 questionnaire an overestimation of relative validity. Therefore synchronization of time periods of reference for test and reference methods may not be of great importance.

Comparing results with those of other studies is difficult, because of the large differences in methods.
and time frames. Although in this study most correlations are poor to moderate, the results of this study are considerably better than those of other studies. Only Voorrips et al.\textsuperscript{16} found Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.78 for a questionnaire with a repeated physical activity recall and 0.72 with a pedometer in a population of 31 subjects aged 63–80 years. Cauley et al.\textsuperscript{17} described correlations between several physical activity assessment methods, most of which were below 0.3. Correlations of Washburn’s PASE with health status and physiological measures such as grip strength, resting heart rate, age, and subjective health status were all below 0.5. Still the PASE is described as a ‘valid instrument for the assessment of physical activity in epidemiologic studies of older people’.\textsuperscript{18} Thus, except for Voorrips’ study, most studies to validate physical activity questionnaires found rather poor correlation coefficients.

In conclusion, the results on reproducibility and relative validity of the short questionnaire (EPIC) should be regarded with some caution. First, the questions used are not exactly the same as those selected from the extensive (pre EPIC) questionnaire, although most of the activities covered are the same. Second, the pilot study population may have been a selected group of health-conscious subjects. This may have had a positive influence on reproducibility and relative validity estimates. The short questionnaire could not be used to estimate absolute energy expenditure, neither per category, nor total energy expenditure. Values for absolute energy expenditure not only showed poor relative validity, but also poor reproducibility. Reproducibility and relative validity of the ranking were satisfactory and well within the range of values found in other studies. Correlations for the short questionnaire were of the same magnitude as those of the extensive questionnaire. These results suggest that the simplified version of the extensive questionnaire is suitable for ranking subjects in the EPIC study. However, this study was performed in a Dutch population, and results should not be generalized to the whole EPIC cohort. Therefore it is still important to conduct an international validation study of the short (actual EPIC PA) questionnaire.
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APPENDIX

**Short Questionnaire**

1. **Work**
   
   We would like to know the type and amount of physical activity involved in your work. Please check what best corresponds with your present occupation from the following four possibilities:
   
   - Sedentary occupation
     You spend most of your time sitting (such as in an office) ___
   
   or
   
   - Standing occupation
     You spend most of your time standing or walking. However, your work does not require intense physical effort (e.g. shop assistant, hairdresser, guard, etc.) ___
   
   or
   
   - Manual work
     This involves some physical effort including handling of heavy objects and use of tools (e.g. plumber, electrician, carpenter, etc.) ___
   
   or
   
   - Heavy manual work
     This implies very vigorous physical activity including handling of very heavy objects (e.g. docker, miner, bricklayer, construction worker, etc.) ___

2. In a typical week during the past year, how many hours did you spend per week on each of the following activities:
   
   a) Walking, including walking to work, shopping, and during leisure time
      
      In summer ___ hours per week
      In winter ___ hours per week

   b) Cycling, including cycling to work and during leisure time
      
      In summer ___ hours per week
      In winter ___ hours per week

   c) Gardening
      
      In summer ___ hours per week
      In winter ___ hours per week

   d) Do-it-yourself activities at home
      
      ___ hours per week

   e) Physical exercise such as fitness, aerobics, swimming, jogging, tennis, etc.
      
      In summer ___ hours per week
      In winter ___ hours per week

   f) Housework, such as cleaning, washing, cooking, child care, etc.
      
      ___ hours per week

3. In a typical week during the past year, did you engage in any of these activities vigorously enough to cause sweating or faster heartbeat?
   
   No ___  Yes ___

   If yes, for how many hours per week in total did you perform vigorous activity?
   
   ___ hours per week

4. In a typical week during the past year, how many flights of stairs did you climb per day?
   
   ___ floors per day